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A Variation of Rational L, Approximation* 
ZHIWEI Mh' 
A new approximating method proposed h> A. Pmkus and 0. Shlbha is cxtendcd 
to rational approximation. The cxlstence. characteriratlon. umqueness, strong 
uniqueness. and continultg of best approximation arc established ’ IYYO Acadcm~~ 
I’lCSI. llli 
NOTATIOK 
For f E C’[O. I]. the measure ~~~~I/~ introduced by Pinkus and Shisha [3] 
is 
.h 
lll.f’lIl = SUP 
in ~ 
/ f’LLY :,f’(.u)>O on(u,h)orf’(.~)<Oon(u,h) 
0, ,,” h. , *Ii i 
With this measure, Pinkus and Shisha have studied best approximation 
from the set of algebraic polynomials of degree 6n, and have established 
some remarkable results. Set 
R::, := [ p/q : p E P,,, q t P,,,. p$q is irreducible. 
q > 0 on [0, I ] I, 
where P,, denotes the set of all real algebraic polynomials of degree <n. 
For f‘~ C[O, I], one can consider the following problem: find r. E R::, such 
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that lil,f’- ~,,~I~ = inf{ li~,f’~ 1.11’ : r E R::, ). Any such r. is called a best 
approximation to ,f‘from R::, (with respect to (1 /I ). 
In this paper we consider the basic questions of existence, characteriza- 
tion, uniqueness, and continuity of best approximation, and get some inter- 
esting results analogous to the well-known theorems for the C’hebyshcv 
norm (1 ‘11 (throughout this paper 11 II denotes 11 jl , ). 
I. EXISTENCE 
Using the method in the proof of Theorem 2.5 of [Z]. one can obtain: 
LEMMA 1.2. As.vunw thut ,fbr k = I. 2, . . . . rk E R::,, ,fl, E C[O, I], rtnri 
( 11 f; 11 ) is hmmfd. /f’ lIlr,ll’ --$ + ;r;l, then 
Prmj: Assume that fork = 1, 2, . . . . an open interval I, = (Us, h,J in [0, 1 ] 
is such that for some C~ = I or - 1, fixed, ehrk > 0 on I, and eh III rk (l.~ = 
lIlrk/l,. Let ii,fx~i < M for k = 1, 2, Without loss of generality assume that 
Il,rA 111 > (s + 2)M for all k > 0. Then c/, M - rh has at most s zeros in [O. 11, 
for otherwise rk = eh M on [0, 11. Hence 
1 . 
.4ssume that an open interval i, c I, is chosen so that for some Fk = 1 or 
- 1. fixed, 
Fk( e, M - rI ) > 0 on i, (1.1 
and 
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By virtue of ( I, I ) and ( 1.2) with F/, = -cJ~, we have Pca(,/i - I’~ )3 
-M+e,r, = -P,(P~.M-Y~)>O on 7, and 
Therefore lim, , , lii,fi ~ rxll,/]l~~~ 111 3 l/(~ + I ). The proof is completed. 
Now we arc ready to answer the question of existence. 
Prooj~ Let E = inf{ lll,f’- rlli : r E R::, ). There is a sequence (rA ) in R::, 
such that !Il,f’- ri Ii1 + E as k + + ‘~1. 
Set ri, =pA/q, for k = 1. 2, Without loss of generality assume l(yk 11 = 1. 
So //iqa,J‘-pA l/l d E + 1 for sufficiently large k, and ( 11 pJ ) is bounded by 
Lemma I. I. We can take a convergent subsequence of pA and one of qi! 
(again denoted by pk, y,,). say pn -+ p and yl, + q as k + ;c. Since q 3 0 on 
[0, 11, y E P,,, and nl< 1, q has at most one zero which is 0 or 1. It there- 
fore follows that for every c > 0, pkjqA + pjq uniformly on [f:. 1 ~ c]. 
Next we show that p(O) = 0 when q(O) = 0. Suppose to the contrary that 
p(O) # 0. Then there is a real I‘, 0 < C’ < I, and an integer K> 0 such that for 
some C’ = 1 or - 1. fixed, Cam >O on [O. C] for every k> K. Thus 
~p~(s)i’y~(.~) > 0 on [0, C] and II/r/: 111 > CJ ~l,j,c , pi,;!yA rf.u for k > K. Hence 
l ll’rA ‘11 i and I II .t - rh II ’ , are all not bounded by Lemma 1.2. This is a con- 
tradiction. In the same way we have p( 1 ) =O when y( I ) =O. Therefore 
whether or not y(.~) has a zero in [O, 11, v~~=/I;Y is well defined in RI:,. 
It remains to show that r(, is a best approximation to /: Assume that 
((I, h) c [O. I ] is such that for some (1 = I or I, fixed. C( /‘- ro) > 0 on 
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(u. h) and c s: ( f’- 1.J (/.Y = 11 ,f’- r,,J. Thus for every c with 0 < 8: < 
(h - tr)L?, one has that CJ(,/‘- rr) > 0 on [(I + I:. h -t:] and 
for sufficiently large k. Letting h- + Y and I: + 0. one has that 1~ f’-- I’,, 11 < E 
and I’(, is a best approximation to 11 The proof is completed. 
For the remaining case. one has: 
Proof: Define a function ,f (.Y) in C’[O. 1 ] such that 
(II + 2 )/ 2 for .\- = I/( 2n + 4) 
f‘(.\Y) = ( - I )” (If + 21.4 for .I-=(2h+ 1).(2)1+4).h= 1, . II+ I 
0 for .\-=;,‘(f1+2). i=O. I. _... II+:!. 
and ,I’(.\‘) is linear in each of the remaining intervals. Set, for 
( - I )’ f’> 0 on h = 0. 1. ,,., II + 1. I, = (X:(rl+ 2). (k + I )/()I + 2 )). Obviously 
I, for h = 0, 1. . . . . /I + I, and 
I. 
We claim that ‘l;,f’- ~111 > $ for every I’E RI:,. In fact if I’= 0. then 
,il,f’-- rlf = $. If VE R;;, and I’ #O. then there must be an :interval I, 
with 0 <.s <n + 1 such that ( - 1 )‘r GO and I’ #O on I,. Therefore 
( - I )‘ (,f’- r) > ( - I )‘,f’> 0 on I, and lll,f- rlli > ( - I )‘ j,, ( f’- 1.) t/-v 3 i. 
Next we show that inf ( lli,f’- rl’i : I’E R::,) = h. Set 
where t = l/(2/1 + 4). Then for X = 1. 2. . . . . vi E RI:,. rA > 0 on [0, I]. and 
(1.3) 
Hence in (0. I /(II + 2)) ,f’- rA has four sign changes at Ithe points 
z, <z,<:,<zJ with z, -+O and zJ-’ K(n+2) as k-x. Noting that 
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-l/k’)+(2n+3)/4>0 as It+-/_, we also 
(1. t + ljk?) for sufficiently large k. Therefore 
1;’ (Yk -,f ) (1.Y < /-r ’ ’ A-’ rk (I\- < 2.:/k 
-2 “1 IL‘ 
and lIl.f’- ~~111 ,0,-4, < f for sufficiently large k. Since j{, /rLl L/-Y = o( l/k), it 
follows from (1.3) that lIl,f’- r/, )/I I=?. , , = f + n( l/k). Hence II,./- rg!// = 
i+o(llk) and 
inf { Ill,/‘- t.((’ : r E I?::,) = t. 
The proof is completed. 
2. ALTERNATION THEOREM 
This section is devoted to the characterization of best approximants. We 
need some basic definitions. 
DEFINITION 2. I For,f’E C[O, 11, an extremal interval of,/‘in [0, 11 is an 
open interval ZC [O. 11, which for some c = 1 or - I (the Signum of I) 
satisfies: 
DEFINITION 2.2. For ,f’~ C[O, I], a maximal-definite interval of ,f’ in 
[0, I] is an extremal interval I= (CX, 8) of,f, which for e = sign(l) satisfies: 
(i) if J is an open subinterval of (0, 1 ), I c J and c:/‘> 0 on J, then 
,f= 0 on Pi,, I; 
(ii) there is no open, nonempty subinterval of I having r or /I as an 
endpoint throughout which .f‘= 0. 
As shown in [2], everyf‘in C[O, 11 has finite maximal-definite intervals. 
and they are all mutually disjoint. 
Now we are ready to establish: 
THEOREM 2.3. For,f‘E C[O, I 1, the irreducible rutionalfinc~tion r,, =po/yo 
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is a best approximation to f’from RE, if and only !f,f‘- r0 has at least s alter- 
nating extremal interuals in [0, 11; i.e., J‘- rg has at least s extremal intervals 
I, < I2 < . < I,, tvith 
sign( 1,) = - sign( I, + 1 ) Sor i= 1, 2, . . . . s- 1, 
\l,here s = max{ Sp,, + m, aq,, + n} + 2 and apO denotes the degree of p,,. 
ProoJ: Assume that I, < I1 < ... < I, are s alternating intervals ofJ’- r0 
and sign(Z,) = -e. If there is r, =p, :q, in RI:, such that 
IIl.f- r1 //I < IIIS- rollIT (2.1) 
then for i = 1, 2, . . . . S, there exists X, E I, satisfying 
( - 1 )‘e(r,, - r,)(s,) d 0. (2.2) 
Otherwise if for some i with 1 < i <s, ( - 1 )‘e(r, - r, ) > 0 on I,, then 
( - 1 )‘e(f- rl) > ( - 1 )‘e(f- rO) 3 0 on I, and 
IIIS- r, Ill 3 (- 1 Ye -1, (f-r,) d-x 
> ( - 1)‘e [ (f- ro) dx 3 lIl.f- roIli, 
- 1, 
a contradiction. From (2.2) and the fact that { p + qrO : p E P,,, q E P,,} is a 
(s - 1)-dimensional Chebyshev subspace (Lemma, [ 1, p. 162]), it follows 
that q, r0 -p, = 0, i.e., r,) = r, This contradiction completes the sufficiency 
of the theorem. 
Assume that r0 is a best approximation toffrom Rz, and all its maximal- 
definite intervals are 
I m, / + I) “‘) I m,, 
where I, < I, + 1 for 1 <kdm,- 1, and for e= 1 or -1, fixed, 
sign(Z,) = ( - 1 )‘e for m,+ 1 <iQm,+, 
with 0 <j < t - 1 and m, = 0. We show that t 3 s. If this is not the case, 
then for j = 1, 2, . . . . t - 1, a real x, can be chosen so that I,,,, < X, <: I,,, + , and 
(,f- ro)(x,) = 0. By virtue of Lemma of [ 1, p. 1621 there are p E P,, and 
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11 E P,,, such that for j = 0, 1, ___. I ~~ I. ( ~~ I ) ‘cj( p + q~,)) > (1 on I-Y,. .\-,+ , ) with 
.\-,,=O and .\-, = I. Since ( f’-- (p,, + /.~)i(q,,~ iq))(.~,)=O for every i >O, it 
follows that 
=maxlllif~(p,,+j.p) (y,, ~ i.q)li ,,, ,, ,, :O<j&-t 1 I. (2.3) 
Noting that q,, - iq > 0 on [O. 1 ] for sufficiently small i > 0. we need onlb 
show that for j = 0. 1. . t -- I. 
l’f ~ (/),I + j.p);(y,r - j.Cf)ll , , ,, , < I f’,l’l’. (2.4 i 
when i > 0 becomes sufficiently small. 
Suppose to the contrary that for some j with 0 <j < t - I, (2.4) is not 
true. For h = 1. 2. ..,. there is i, > 0 such that qCI ~- i, y > 0. i,, + 0. and 
‘I f’~!r~c,+;.,I~).(Y,,-;.~Y)lll,,,. ,, , , 3 I, f ro/~ Then for h = I. 2. ..,” an 
interval ((I~, h,) c [.Y,. .Y, , ,] can be chosen so that for some <‘i = I or I. 
By passing to subsequences, if necessary. \+ce may assume that ui -+ (1. 
hk 4 h as X- --f x. and ijh = ~7 for all k. Obviously ((I, h) c [.Y,. Y, + , J. Letting 
k + x in (2.5). one obtains 
Hence (a. h) must intersect some maximal-definite interval with the signurn 
2. and (2.3) implies that c?= (- I )‘P. It follows by (2.5) that ( - 1 )‘~(f-v,,) 
3 (-l~‘e~.f’-~~o+i,~~~~~q,,-i.,y~~+~-l~’ri.,(p+qr,,~~(~~,,-~.,q) > 0 
on (~1~. h,) and 
^ il I 
> (-1)/r / (.f’-(/7,r+j.k~):.(qo-I.ky))~j.~ 
” u; 
3 I f’- I’,, I: 
This contradiction completes the proof of the theorem 
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3. UNIQUENESS 
Using the same method as that in the proof of the sufficiency of 
Theorem 2.3, one can obtain: 
THEOREM 3.1. Each .f’ in C[O. I] I INS rrf nwst 012~~ hcst Ltppl.o.\.ittiutiott 
fiotn R;;, 
Furthermore a strong uniqueness theorem is presented. 
‘il./‘- 1.111 > ;i,,f- 1.J + c’ 11 r ~ r(,)l (3.1 ) 
Ptyf: If V= r(,, (3.1 ) is trivial. Set, for r E R::, with I’ # I’,). 
x(r) = (;l,.f’- r/l, - ll’.f‘- rO1(l )/II r ~ r,,#. It is sufficient to show that PA has a 
positive infimum for all I’ E R::, with r#r,,. Suppose not. Then for 
X = 1, 2. . . . . there exists ri =ph/qi. in R::, such that lj Pa ‘1 + 1:~~ I( = 1 and 
x(ri,)+O as k-t X. 
Since Ye. ~ r. E R’,‘:,: “, by Lemma 1.2 we have that ( l/lrx - rJ 1 is 
bounded. Thus lil,f’- rJ --f lIl.f‘- rJ. Without loss of generalit:y we may 
assume that pk +p and q, + q uniformly. By virtue of Theorem 2.3 there 
exist nz + n + 2 open intervals I, < I, . < I,,, +,? + , in [IO, I] amI c = 1 or 
- 1, fixed, such that for every i with 0 6 i f n + ttz + 1, ( - 1 )‘e(,f- ro) 3 0 
on I, and (- 1 )‘e j,, (,f‘- ro) cls 2 il,.f‘- rJ. We claim that for every k one 
can chose an integer j(k) with 0 Q(k) d nz + n + 1 such that 
e( - 1 )“x’(rr - r,,) < 0 on I,ch,. (3.2) 
If for some k this is not the case, then for each ,j = 0, 1, . . . . n? + n + 1, there 
exists a real .Y, E Z, such that t>( - 1)’ (rk - r())(.y,) 3 0. Hence by Lemma of 
[ 1, p. 1621 and Assertion of [4, p. 611 we have ri, = r,,, which contradicts 
the choice of rk. Without loss of generality. assume j(k) = tfi for all k. 
Therefore, by virtue of (3.2), one has 
(3.3) 
Since y has at most m zeros, a closed interval 7~ I,,, can be cho,sen so that 
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q>O on 1. Hence by (3.3), j7/pjq-ro( ~f.v=lim~., * 17/rk-~ol dv=O and 
p/q=rO. By (?pO-n)(aq,-m)=O and Lemma 2 of [l, p. 1651 we have 
p =pO and q = q. (assume llpo]~ + l/qO)/ = 1). Thus q > 0 and qL 3 8, > 0 on 
[0, 11 for sufficiently large k. Let f17 = inf,‘J,D, Ij? + qro] k : j E P,,, 4 E P ,,,. 
11 jI + @olI = 1 1. Then p2 > 0 and for sufficiently large k 
Since (111.~ - r,J/l #O the above equality contradicts the assumption that 
cc(rk) + 0. This contradiction completes the proof of the theorem. 
4. CONTINUITY 
For ,f‘~ C[O, 11, let TIE R::, be the best approximation to j provided that 
one exists. The continuity of the operator T can be stated as follows: 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that the irreducible rationul ,fimction r0 = po;qo is 
the best approximation to f. ,from R::, and (2p0 - n)(Zq, - m) = 0. Then ,for 
ever~~ E > 0, there is a real 6 > 0 such that ecerJ1.f in C[O, 1 ] \\Yth li.f’- f;,l’ < 6 
bus a best approximation ,fiom R::, and 11 rf- rfOll < E. 
ProqjI First we show that for every F > 0. there exists a real 6, > 0 such 
that 11 rff‘- 7”J <E whenever ilJ‘-,fJ < 6, and ,f‘has a best approximation 
Tj Suppose to the contrary that for some F >O there exists a sequence 
{,f,}in C[O, 1] such that il,fx -,fi] 4 0 as k -+ #x. rfk exists for all k, and 
llrf; - rj:fhli > i-:. Let rfk =pl;/qb, Without loss of generality we assume that 
lIpoIl + llqOll = lipnIl + (JYJ = 1. By passing to subsequence, if necessary. 
assume that pli +p, qk + q, lI1.f; - TfxiII + c as k -+ X. and 2~~ = rip, 
?qx = ?q for every k. Since q 20 on [0, 11, q can be decomposed as 
L/(-Y)= (.Y-z,)” “. (.Y-z-,.)“q(.Y), where 1, E [0, 1 ] for ,j= 1, . . . . \‘, and 
q(s) # 0 on [0, I]. For concreteness, assume q > 0 on [0, 11, Using the 
method in the proof of Theorem 1.3, one can show that p must have the 
form p(s) = (.Y - z, 1” (x - z, )“‘,i?(s). 
We consider the following two cases: 
(i) (‘3 /I ,f’-rJil. By Theorem 2.3 for k= I, 2, .__l there are 
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s = max { i;p + nr, 8q + n ) + 2 open intervals I\“’ < < II”’ and oi; = 1 or 
- 1, fixed, such that for i= 1, 2, . . . . s, 
( - 1 )‘rx(.f; - Tf; 13 0 on Ij” (4.1) 
and 
Write ZIh’ = (aik’, hi”’ ) for i= 1, . . . . .P. By passing to subsequences, if 
necessary. assume that uf”’ + a,, hj” + h, as k + x for each i = 1, . . . . s, and 
e,=eforallk,where~=l or -l,fixed.Thus~,<h,6u,<.~~~a,<h,. 
It is shown that if q > 0 on [u,, h,] for some i with 1 d i < s, then there 
is a real S,E (a,, h,) such that 
( - 1 )‘e(F - Cjro)(.u,) < 0. (4.3 1 
Suppose to the contrary that ( - I )‘e( j? ~ @rO) > 0 on (u,, h,) and q > 0 on 
[u,, h,]. Then rfA -+jY/(i, uniformly, on [u,, h,]. Letting k + x in (4.1 ) and 
(4.2), one has that ( ~ 1 )‘c(.f- ro) = ( - 1 )‘r(.f’-j/c?) + ( - 1 )‘e(p/@ - ro) > 0 
on (a,, h,) and 
which is a contradiction. 
Now set M:= (0,s) u {i : 1 <i<s, [u,, h ] n {z,, . . . . z,,) = 
(i, < ... <ii), Ii?::= (t: l<f<.3, i,+, ‘, --1 1s odd} and Z(a, h)=F) , <I < 
,<.,,s, with 06a<h< 1. Since z, intersects at most two intervals in 
i [cI,, h,] : i= 1, 2, . . . . .F) and s, is even provided ,,E (0, 1) for each 
,j= 1, 2 , ,,., 11, it follows that for t = 1, . . . . S - 1, 
if i,+, - i, is even 
if i, + , - i, is odd. 
Therefore s < Z(h , , u ( ) + card(a) < Z( 0, 1) + card( 2). By the definition of 
A? and (4.3 ), qOjj/q -pO has at least s - Z(0, 1) weak sign changes in [0, 1 ] 
[ 5. Definition 13-l 1. By Lemma of [ 1, p. 1621 and Assertion of 14, p. 611 
we have p. = y. p/Q, Since (?p,, - n)(?q,, ~ m) = 0, it follows that 
pjq =jFiq =pO,iq,, and q = q > 0 on [0, 11. Thus rfh + ro, uniformly, on 
[0, I], which contradicts the assumption that !I TfA - r,J k L 
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(ii) C’ < 11, fP K~,I~ By an analogous discussion on the alternating 
intervals of,/’ r,,, one can also obtain that r/i + I’,,, uniformly. as h- -+ II 
The same contradiction as that in (i) is obtained. 
Next we show that there exists a real ij2 >O such that every / with 
11 /‘-,/;,I1 < ci, has a best approximation. 
Assume /lpli 1 + lly,,,~ = I. Let 3:, =inf,, ,. , ~l(,(.v)>O. We claim that 
there exists an i:? > 0 such that 
Otherwise there exists a sequence ( vi = /7i ;yA ) in R::, with ,/ pA ‘1 + 1, yA I/ = I. 
l~qk. - qolI 3 t:, for each k, and Y,, + r,, as k + ZC. By passing to sub- 
sequences. if necessary, assume that pi, + p and yk + y as k + X. Then 
p = qro and by Lemma 2 of [I, p. 1651, p =/J,, and I/ = (I(,, a contradiction. 
Now a real ii, can be chosen so that for every 1’ with /I 1’.-,/;,I’ <(il. its 
best approximation r (if it exists) satisfies that ~lr-r,,ll <E,. Write r =p:y 
with Jlpl! + lly~, = I. Thus ,Jy - ~/~,,l <c, and y(.v) > C, on [O. I]. Therefore 
our search for r can be confined to the set 
It is elementary to show that G is compact and /‘has a best approximation 
from G (and thus from RI:,). 
rS = min i(r,, K3 1 is just what is needed in the theorem. The proof is 
completed. 
If we consider the “continuity” of the operator 7‘ with respect to the 
measure 11, ‘11 in the sense: given ,I;, E C[O, 11. T is continuous at ,f;, if for 
every i: > 0 there exists ii > 0 such that l/l Tf- T/;,lIi <J: whenever 
~~~,f’P,fJ~~ < 6. we can obtain the following result. 
Proc$ Assume that,f;,E C[O. I] has a best approximation 7‘f;, from RI:,. 
Write r/:f;, =p,,;yo. By Theorem 2.3 there exist .V = max t?po + 1~. 
(7qo + n ) + 2 open intervals I, < < I, such that for i = 1, 2, . . . . .Y, 
( ~ I 1’ 4 f;, ~ T#;,) 3 0 on I, 
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For c > 0 sufficiently small we can choose s closed intervals 7, < .. < 7, 
such that ( - 1 )‘cj(,f;, ~ 7‘f;, ~ ~‘/y~,) 3 0 on 7) and I;, ~ Tf;, ~ (q,, = 0 at both 
endpoints of 7, for each i = 1, 2, ..,, .s. Let i: = inf( 111 I;, ~ 7f;, ~ CC/J 7 : 
I <i<.c) and 7,= [(I,, h,]. Now for every ij >O, define a function in 
C[O, 1 ] such that for i= I. 2, . . . . .s. 
(.f’- Tf;,~c,,‘y,,)(rr,)=(,f’- rt;,-(,~I/,,I(h,)=O. 
and l,‘.f’- 7/i, - c’/q,J = F, lil,f’- f;, ,I1 < 6. This function can be constructed 
directly (some oscillating function between f;, and 7/i, + c..c~~) will meet the 
above requirements). Thus 7,. . . . . 7, are .r alternating intervals of 
f‘- Tf;, - ~‘/y~,. Since max ((7( p. + C) + VZ, ?y,, + 17 ) + 2 = .Y. it follows that 
Tf’= (I),) + c),‘~j,,. However, 11 ,f’-,f;,l,l < 6 and 11’ 7& 7/;,il = c iI/ I /yell > 0. 
Hence the operator T is “discontinuous” at ,f;,. The proof is completed. 
The “discontinuity” of best approximation from P,, with respect to Ii ‘11 
can also be obtained as a special case of Theorem 4.2 with 1?1= 0. 
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